
BOEING ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

"As we embark on our second century, our commitment to excellence is stronger than ever, our potential for
achievement is as great as it was.

He walked away from a company he built from the ground up and into which he had poured so much of his
money and resources to keep it afloat after World War I. The government flew airmail was flown, but
Hubbard realized the limitations of the government and proposed the possibility of establishing an
international airmail route. The brilliant and somewhat arrogant Hubbard had recently received a discharge
from the Army for jeopardizing equipment. It would not be long, though, before Boeing became interested in
the newest invention, the airplane. His Chief Engineer, T. They represent the multiple generations of families
who have worked at the company over the years. This time, however, the BAT would not only be flying mail,
they expanded to include passengers. Coincidentally, this was the same year the Wright Brothers made their
historic flight. Taking lessons from NAHF enshrinee Glenn Martin, Boeing hastily learned the basics of flight
and immediately after soloing, he bought a plane and went back to Seattle. Searching for adventure, wealth,
and himself, much as his father had done, Boeing successfully established his own timber business and made a
fortune trading forest land. Instead of folding up his business, Boeing adapted to the situation and returned to
building boats. Resurrecting the Boeing airplane B-1 with few modifications and improvements such as, a
metal body construction and more powerful Wasp engine, the company embarked on prosperous future of
transportation which still exists today. The government agreed to a trial period and the two men flew the first
mail over international lines on March 3rd, , becoming the first venture into the Boeing commercial business.
Boeing shrewdly purchased airmail routes and small aircraft companies, often purchasing failing companies
with the assurance that the employees would maintain their jobs. The plane was extremely uncomfortable,
loud, and unstable. After the Kelly Bill passed opening airmail contracts to the public in , Hubbard again, in ,
convinced Boeing to bid on the San Francisco to Chicago route. Entrepreneur Enshrined Boeing, a wealthy
Seattle timber man and aviation enthusiast, learned to fly from Glenn L. Boeing Photo The Boeing Company
is celebrating years since its founding on July 15, , marking a legacy of connecting and protecting people and
nations, exploring Earth and space, and inspiring dreamers and doers alike through its products and services.
Boats, however, could not sustain his business, so Boeing began manufacturing bedroom furniture, armchairs
and even examined the possibility of manufacturing ouija boards. When an accident damaged the plane,
Boeing decided to repair it himself.


